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Kivells of Holsworthy saw a huge crowd of 

over 1000 people present for the final 

‘winding up’ sale of classic and modern 

tractors and equipment in the heart of 

Bodmin Moor, Cornwall on behalf of the 

family executors of the late Marshall Heller. 

 

With perfect weather conditions, 

perspective buyers travelled to Cornwall 

from as far North as Skipton in North 

Yorkshire, East as Alford in Lincolnshire and West as Brecon in Mid Wales. Added to this there 

were nine bidders and over 100 on line bidders from all over the world! 

 

The sale commenced with 

130 smaller lots which 

included a quantity of tractor 

tyres which topped at £700 

for a pair of 16.9 x 34 going 

off to its new home near 

Perranporth with other pairs 

at £400 going off to Crediton 

in Mid Devon. Amongst 

other small items was lot 32 

the Super Major bonnet 

which sold to the Keast 

Family at £190, Ferguson 

wheel weights at £100 and 

the air raid siren at £105 staying local with the Cowling Family.  

 

Moving onto the bigger kit lot 140 was the plant trailer reaching £3400 whilst the tri axle flat 

raced away to £2030 and the McConnell hedger trimmer hit £2300 with Eric Cornelius 

purchasing the Fleming topper at £1300. 

 

In the plant equipment lot 149 being the Hitachi 130 swing shovel reached £21,000 with the 

Hitachi EX135 at £13,000 going off to North Cornwall. The two smaller Hitachi shovels hit 

£11,600 and £8500 whilst one of the stars of the sale was the JCB 1 which went off to Praze in 

West Cornwall after some what of a bidding war with seven bidders competing well both on 

line and in the sale field with at one stage it looked like a bidder from Portugal was going to win!  



 

The overall top call of the day was 

£25,000 given for the ‘60 plate 

New Holland tractor which went 

to Wales whilst the R reg. New 

Holland 8160 hit £16,300 and the 

W reg. 8970 at £16,200. The New 

Holland 8870 went off to Luke 

Furse of Ashwater at £12,000 

with the very special Ford TW – 

20 X reg. reaching £7900 going off 

to its new home near Bristol. 

 

One of the best collections of classic tractors ever sold by Kivells in our 133 years of business 

which sold in front of a huge crowd of potential buyers with some arriving at the sale site from 

8am to ensure they had chance to inspect their favourite items. Top call was the Massey 135 

4WD which saw bidding kick in at £5000 and within four bids stood at £8000 before two bids 

on line and three bidders in the field pushed the hammer price to a very impressive £9400. Lot 

179 was the Massey 165 4WD MP which attracted bidding from South Ireland and Spain 

however eventually went off with the Bendall Family at £6600.  

 

The two John Deere tractors attracted big interest with the very special model R reaching 

£7600 and the model A at £4100. The Nuffield 10/60 went off with the Arnold Family at £3700 

with the pick of the Fordson Majors topping at £3350 and the Super Dexter close up at £3320.  

 

Speaking after the sale Kivells auctioneer 

James Morrish said ‘A tremendous sale 

with the car park and sale field full to 

bursting with buyers and enthusiasts 

enjoying a sale which will not be seen 

again for some time. It was a great 

pleasure to work for our vendors who 

were very organised and very kind. A 

special mention must go to the on site 

team of mechanics who prepared the 

vehicles and machinery as well as the 

Kivells team who done a superb job on 

the sale day.’ 
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 FREE on-site valuation & inspection 

 Collection service to the appropriate sale venue  

 Full lotting & cataloguing service 

 Professional advertising schedule  

 Under cover and open air sale yards  

 Internet, Telephone & Commission bidding service 

 Secured storage facilities  

 Full insurance cover  

 Prompt payment 

 Selling machinery since 1885 
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Our team of Machinery Auctioneers & Coordinators are at hand to sell 
your farm machinery whether it be on site or at one of our many 

collective auctions conducted throughout the South West. 


